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value and addressing environmental legacies
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Disclaimer
Important Notice:
All reasonable care has been taken to ensure that the facts stated in these presentation materials are accurate and that any forecasts, opinions and expectations
contained therein are fair and reasonable. Accordingly, no representation or warranty express or implied is made to the fairness, accuracy, completeness or
correctness of these materials or opinions contained therein and each receipt of these presentation materials must make its own investigation and assessment of
the matters contained therein. In particular, but without prejudice to the generality of the foregoing, no representation or warranty is given, and no responsibility
or liability is accepted by the Company or any of its representatives, as to the achievement or reasonableness of any future projections or the assumption
underlying them, or any forecasts, estimates, or statements as to prospects contained or referred to in these presentation materials.
No responsibility or liability whatsoever is accepted by the Company or any of its representatives for any loss howsoever arising from any use of, or reliance upon,
or in connection with, these presentation materials or their contents or otherwise arising in connection therewith. In issuing these presentation materials, the
Company does not undertake any obligation to update or to correct any inaccuracies which may become apparent in these presentation materials. These
presentation materials are being supplied for you for your own information and may not be distributed, published, reproduced or otherwise made available to any
other person with addresses in Canada, Australia, Japan, the Republic of Ireland, or the United States, its territories or possessions or in any other country outside
the United Kingdom where such distribution or availability may lead to a breach of any law or regulatory requirements.
The distribution of these presentation materials in other jurisdictions may be restricted by law, and persons into whose possession these presentation materials
come should inform themselves about, and observe, any such restrictions. Any failure to comply with these restrictions may constitute a violation of the laws of the
relevant jurisdiction.
In the United Kingdom, these presentation materials have not been approved by an authorised person pursuant to selection 21 of the Financial Services and
Markets Act 2000 (the "FSMA") and, accordingly, these presentation materials are only directed at persons in the United Kingdom who fall within the exemptions
contained in Articles 19 and 49 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005 (such as persons who are authorised or exempt
persons within the meaning of the FSMA and certain other investment professionals, high net worth companies, unincorporated associations or partnerships and
the trustees of high value trusts) and persons who are otherwise permitted by law to receive them. These presentation materials are directed only at persons
having professional experience in matters relating to investments and any investment or investment activity to which these presentation materials relate is only
available to such persons. Persons of any other description, including those who do not have professional experience in matters relating to investments, should not
reply on these presentation materials or act upon their content. These presentation materials have not been approved by the Financial Conduct Authority (the
"FCA") as a prospectus for the purposes of section 87A of the FSMA and have not been filed with the FCA pursuant to the United Kingdom Prospectus Rules.
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Introduction:
Metal recovery partner of
choice

CORPORATE PRESENTATION

Overview
African-focused diversified metal recovery company operating world-class projects and ensuring a positive impact on the environment
and its stakeholders

Diversified metals recovery business - since production first began, Jubilee has been delivering as a diversified metal
producing company, operating world-class projects across Chrome, PGMs, Copper, Cobalt and Vanadium

Turning mining liabilities into assets - implementing environmentally conscious metal recovery solutions that ensure a
zero-effluent policy
Metal recovery partner of choice – working with global industry and technology partners

Profitable with a rapidly increasing earnings profile – FY2021 (unaudited) revenue and earnings up 133% and 178% all
while bringing new projects on-line
At its core is an experienced management team with the proven ability to design, build and execute bespoke world-class
metal recovery and treatment projects
Defined strategy to leverage these expertise and diversify earnings across multiple commodities and jurisdictions
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Senior Management

Leon Coetzer
Chief Executive Officer

Pedja Kovacevic
Chief Financial Officer

Bertus van der Merwe
Head of South African
Operations

Frans de Beer
Head of Zambian
Operations

Johan Meyer
Head of Projects

A qualified chemical
engineer, Mr. Coetzer held
various technical and
operational managerial roles
in one of the major
international mining firms
before stepping into the
emerging mining and metals
arena where he has served
on various executive boards.
He is a member of the
advisory board of the
chemical engineering faculty
at the University of Pretoria
(TUKS). Throughout his
career, he has managed both
technical and production
units and acted in an
advisory capacity across
various commodities.

Mr. Kovacevic has a Masters
Degree in Economics and a
Postgraduate Diploma in
Management and Business
Administration. He is a
corporate finance expert,
with over 20 years of broad
international experience He
held a number of senior
positions in both public and
private sectors in markets
across Europe and Africa,
including VP Head of Banking
at Duff & Phelps Africa and
Director Financial Advisory
Services at Deloitte Central
Europe. Prior to joining
Jubilee, he was the Group
CFO at Afarak Group Plc.

A qualified metallurgist. Mr.
van der Merwe’s career
spanned across operational,
technical and business
optimization. These included
Chief Operating Officer at
one of the world’s leading
chrome and ferrochrome
entities and later Chief
Executive Officer of an up
and coming international
ferrochrome company. In his
career he was regularly
called upon to design and
lead the implementation of
turn around strategies and
business optimisation
programs.

A qualified Chemical
Engineer with a Masters
Degree and MBA. Mr. de
Beer has a long standing
successful career in minerals
processing which included
roles as Vice President
Smelting and Refining at
one of the leading platinum
firms as well as Chief
Processing Officer for
Glencore at their Mopani
Copper Mines operations in
Zambia. He holds a Master
Black Belt qualification in
Lean Six Sigma
implementation to drive
continuous improvement
strategies.

A qualified mechanical
engineer, with a post
graduate diploma in
Industrial Engineering. Johan
has extensive knowledge of
establishing and growing
early stage enterprises to a
sustainable company. He
has held executive roles in
metals and mineral
processing industries, which
include the positions of
Chief Operating Officer and
Group Business
Development Manager for
Sylvania Platinum Plc.
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Board of Directors
Mr. Colin Bird –

Non-Executive Chairman

A chartered engineer, a fellow of the institute
of Materials, Minerals and Mining, Mr. Bird
started his career in the UK coal mining
industry before moving to the Zambian copper
belt and then to South Africa working for Anglo
Coal and BP Coal. He has been involved with a
number of listed companies in the resource
sector, in the UK, Canada and South Africa.

Mr. Christopher Molefe –

Non-Executive Director

Mr. Molefe commenced his career as Group
Human Resources Manager at Union Carbide
Africa Corporation and has held several
positions in corporate banking and industry. He
currently serves as Non-Executive Director of
Galileo Resources Plc.
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Dr. Mathews Phosa –

Non-Executive Vice- Chairman

Dr. Phosa is part of the ANC delegation which
successfully negotiated a peaceful transition
into a fully democratic South Africa. He was
elected as the first Premier of Mpumalanga
Province in 1994 and went on to serve as the
Treasurer-General within the Executive
Committee of the ANC from 2007 to 2012.
Commercially, he sits on the board of a number
of listed company boards.

Dr. Evan Kirby –

Technical Director

A metallurgist with over 40 years experience in
the mining sector, Dr Kirby worked for 16 years
in South Africa with Impala Platinum, Rand
Mines and Rustenburg Platinum Mines. He then
worked in Australia for Minproc Engineers and
latterly Bechtel Corporation. Dr Kirby’s
experience base includes gold, platinum group
metals, base metals, battery metals, diamonds,
coloured gemstones, and mineral sands.

Mr. Leon Coetzer –

Chief Executive Officer

A qualified chemical engineer, Mr. Coetzer was
with Anglo American Plc for 20 years, 16 of
which with Anglo Platinum where he held
various technical and operational managerial
roles. A member of the advisory board of
process engineering faculties at Universities of
Pretoria.

Mr. Nicholas Taylor –

Non-Executive Director

Mr. Taylor is a seasoned finance professional
with some 27 years of experience in identifying
and executing strategic transactions. his
background extends across sectors, Nick has a
specific focus on the mining and minerals
sector where his experience in corporate
transactions, particularly public and private
M&A, and deal structuring, is vast.
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Delivering Value Through Growth
Revenue

EBITDA

+1,600%

+2,300%

Un-audited

Chromite Production

Un-audited Operational Earnings

PGM Production

+956%

+6,188%

Un-audited
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2017-2020 numbers are audited financial years. 2021 numbers are unaudited and EBITDA number refers to the
operational earnings only

Un-audited
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Delivering Value Through Growth
PGM Production
PGM’s delivered
(ounces)

PGM

Chrome Production
Chrome

Chrome concentrate
delivered (t)

FY2018

17 354

FY2018

46 191

FY2019

23 847

FY2019

181 947

FY2020

40 743

FY2020

377 883

FY2021

50 162

FY2021

751 223

Copper Production
Copper

Copper Units
delivered (t)

FY2018
FY2019
FY2020

639**

FY2021

1 387**

** copper tonnes produced as part of ensuring Sable Refinery’s
operational readiness for Project Roan targeting 10 000 tpa
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Environmental
Social
Governance
CORPORATE
CORPORATEPRESENTATION
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Our Approach to Sustainability
Helping to solve a growing global environmental problem via the reprocessing of mine tailings.
Sustainability is core to our business as a metal recovery company. By processing remnant mining residues and waste material, we are not only
addressing the physical legacies of historical mining operations by rehabilitating the environment and clearing away pollution, we are doing so in a
manner that improves the quality of life of those living in proximity of these installations.

Environmental stewardship
Mining is a fine balance between commercial viability and
environmental sustainability. Jubilee is fully committed to operating
in a manner that is responsible and ensures the longevity of both the
operations and the areas surrounding operations. In ensuring good
environmental stewardship remains at the heart of the business,
Jubilee endeavours to:
• Improve waste minimisation measures, energy efficiencies and air,
land and management systems
• Manage and mitigate the impact on affected natural ecosystems,
• Contribute towards biodiversity conservation
• Ensure effective and appropriate land rehabilitation, and
• Ensure that comprehensive disaster management plans are in
place
A key illustration of our commitment to good environmental
stewardship is our membership of the Zambia Mining and
Environmental Remediation and Improvement Project, a government
initiative to reduce environmental health risks to the local population
in critically polluted mining areas in Zambia, including the Kabwe
municipality.
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Windsor modern tailings capture facility
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Sustainability Continued…
Jubilee is committed to operating in a manner that is transparent, environmentally-responsible, ensures the longevity of our operations, and
supports the socio-economic uplift of our host communities.

Social responsibility
Positive social and community relationships are essential to profitable, sustainable and successful mining activities. We aim to build and
maintain these relationships through proactive engagement and by sharing the value created by our activities. Our main social
responsibility priorities include:
• Providing quality education for our community residents
• Providing decent employment opportunities
• Installing clean water and sanitation infrastructure
• Governance and transparency

Windsor team members

Inyoni team members

Jubilee is committed to maintaining the highest standards in corporate governance throughout its operations and to ensure all its practices
are conducted transparently, ethically and efficiently.
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Asset overview:
Turning mining liabilities into
assets

CORPORATE PRESENTATION

Asset location

ZAMBIA: Copper/Cobalt
Sable Refinery
Copper & Cobalt Tailings Projects
Kabwe Tailings project Zn Pb V

SOUTH AFRICA: PGMs & Chrome
Inyoni chrome and PGM
Windsor chrome
Windsor 8 chrome
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South African PGM and Chrome Assets
The Bushveld Complex
Potential for new PGM plant

Eastern
Limb
Western
Limb

Inyoni PGM &Chrome Processing Plant

Windsor 8 Chrome Plant

ROM
Supply

Processing
Plant

Windsor Chrome Plant

Tailings
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Zambian Copper and Cobalt Assets
Processing Footprint to achieve 25 000 tonnes of copper per annum
ROM
Supply

Targeted
Copper
Concentrator

Project Elephant

Tailings
Project Roan
Sable Refinery

Project Lechwe

Existing
Refinery

Targeted
Northern
Refinery
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Zambian Copper Strategy

(25 000 tonnes per annum)
ROM
Supply

Southern Refinery

(diagram excl 3rd party feed and 10 000 tpa refers to Project Roan target alone. Sable

design capacity of 14 000 tpa)
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Processing
Plant

Tailings

Refinery

Northern Refinery

(Refinery targets the brownfields expansion of an
existing refinery in Kitwe 17 000 tpa capacity)

Sketch excludes Mufulira tailings assets – currently being sampled and evaluated
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Zambian Copper Strategy
Low risk “game changing” path to 25 000 tpa in four years
• Funded from cash flow and targeted external project investment
• Southern Refining Strategy - Sable Refinery operationally ready to accept
concentrate from Project Roan. Project Roan set to commence
commissioning in November 2021
• Northern Refining Strategy - Increased brownfields refinery capacity
targeted in Kitwe to supplement Sable Refinery

Processing Capacity:
• Copper resources secured and project schedule being executed to
achieve 25 000 tonnes of copper per annum
• Targeting to establish two Copper & Cobalt Refining footprints through
Sable Refinery and Kitwe Refinery
• Refining Capacity underpinned by distributed concentrator capacity
located at feed sources
• Kabwe (Sable)
• Kitwe (Elephant)
• Luanshya (Lechwe)
• Ndola (Roan)
• Mufulira (currently being drilled to confirm quantity – targeted to further supplement

Copper cathode production at Sable Refinery

Elephant)

Copper is a strategic and complimentary metal
• Copper revenues commenced as part of Sable’s operational readiness
• Analysts estimate at current metals prices copper revenue will exceed
PGMs in 2022 calendar year (WHI Note)
• Analysts estimate copper revenue will exceed both PGM and Chrome in
2023 calendar year (WHI Note)
• Copper is a strategic asset: price has risen from $2.75/lb to +$4/lb
• Very robust outlook driven by path to low carbon global commitment

Jubilee Metals Group
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Copper Operations
Snapshot
Commodity

Copper and Cobalt

Location

Kabwe, Ndola, Luanshya, Kitwe, Mufulira - Zambia

Status

• Sable Refinery recommissioned Q4 2019
• Project Roan under construction targeting
completion in November 2021
• Project Lechwe to enter implementation phase
end August 2021
• Expanded Refinery footprint targeted in Kitwe

Processing Capacity:

Sable Refinery

• Targeted Kitwe Refinery holds potential to achieve in excess of 17 000 copper units per annum with initial target of 15 000
tpa
• Sable Refinery holds a capacity to produce up to 14 000 copper units per annum
• Sable already achieved earnings from its copper and cobalt production of GBP 4.9 million. These early-stage earnings are from
targeted 3rd party ore supplies as part of the recommissioning and testwork at Sable Refinery
• The combined refining capacity is underpinned by Jubilee’s secured access to nearly 300 million tonnes of copper tailings
which will be concentrated at three distributed copper concentrators targeted at Ndola, Luanshya and Kitwe
• Project Roan (Ndola) is currently under construction and targeted to commence commissioning in November 2021

Innovation & Sustainability:
• Jubilee has demonstrated its ability to profitably turn copper tailings into A-grade copper cathode at its Sable Refinery
• Reduces and contains the environmental impacts of historical mine waste
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Copper Growth Profile

Copper Strategy - copper units (tonnes)
8 000
7 000
6 000
5 000
4 000
3 000
Copper Cathode Units ready for shipment at Sable Refinery

2 000
1 000
0
Qrt 3 21 Qrt 4 21 Qrt 1 22 Qrt 2 22 Qrt 3 22 Qrt 4 22 Qrt 1 23 Qrt 2 23 Qrt 3 23 Qrt 4 23

Roan

Lechwe

Elephant

Achieving 25 000 tpa of copper production
•
•
•

Targeted copper concentrate production ramp-up profile
based on calendar years combining both the Southern and
Northern Refining strategy.
Northern ramp-up profile (Lechwe & Elephant) based on
prefeasibility estimations.
Copper units refer to copper content delivered to the refinery
circuit.
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Copper plating at Sable Refinery
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Project Roan currently under construction
Roan Copper Profile - copper units (tonnes)
3 500

Time Line

3 000

Capital Budget

2 500

Capital Expenditure
Estimation
(unaudited)

2 000

2020 F/Y

$ 3 000 000

$ 1 500 000

1 500

2021 F/Y

$ 10 000 000

$11 300 000

1 000

2022 F/Y

$ 5 000 000

Nov 2021

Commence with
commissioning

500
0
Qrt 3 21 Qrt 4 21 Qrt 1 22 Qrt 2 22 Qrt 3 22 Qrt 4 22 Qrt 1 23 Qrt 2 23 Qrt 3 23 Qrt 4 23
Roan

•
•
•

•
•

Project Roan’s construction schedule targeting to commence commissioning of
integrated circuit Nov 2021
Interim production of partially upgraded material continues to supplement
early copper feed supply to Sable Refinery
Current key activities on the remaining construction phase are:•
Final bulk shipment of last remaining equipment released for export
from China 24 August 2021 containing pipes and valving
•
Structural assembly under way to allow final placement of large
equipment onto civil foot print
•
Pipe work to commence October 2021
Any potential administrative delays due to Zambian national elections expected
to ease from Sept 21
Project remains on target to commence commissioning in November 2021
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Roan copper concentrator under construction June 2021
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Integrated Project Lechwe (Northern Refining Strategy)
Snapshot - Project Letchwe
Commodity

Copper

Location

Luanshya (Lechwe) – Zambia

Strategy

• Luanshya pre-copper concentration plant to
produce copper oxide and copper sulphide
concentrate for transport to Kitwe Refinery

Cu 15 200 tpa
Leopard Recovered
units
Cu 10 200 tpa

Cu 7 500 tpa

Lechwe

Elephant

Luanshya

Kitwe

Luanshya (Lechwe) Project
• Total tailings resource 161 million tonnes of copper tailings containing 374
714 copper tonnes
• Project Lechwe targets a 3,8 million tonnes per annum copper preconcentration facility to produce 7 500 copper units per annum
• As with Project Roan, Project Lechwe will target early production (14
months) of partially upgraded copper concentrate 8 months prior to the
completion of the Integrated Copper Concentrating Facility (July 2023)
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161 million T
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Integrated Project Elephant (Northern Refining Strategy)
Snapshot - Project Elephant
Commodity

Copper and Cobalt

Location

Kitwe (Elephant)– Zambia

Strategy

• Recapitalisation of brownfields copper
concentrator to produce copper oxide and copper
sulphide concentrate
• Recapitalisation of brownfields copper refinery in
Kitwe
• Construction of dedicated cobalt refining section

Cu 15 200 tpa
Leopard Recovered
units
Cu 10 200 tpa

Cu 7 500 tpa

Lechwe

Elephant

Luanshya

Kitwe

Kitwe (Elephant) Project
• Total tailings resource 114 million tonnes of copper tailings containing 336 610
copper tonnes
• Project Elephant targets a 6,9 million tonnes per annum copper preconcentration facility to produce 10 200 copper units per annum
• Project Elephant will target completion of the Integrated Copper Concentrating
Facility to feed the recommissioned Copper Refining Circuit by February 2023
• The enlarged Integrated Northern Refining strategy targets to achieve a
combined unit cost at stable production per tonne of Copper of below $ 4 500
• The option of an dedicated Cobalt Refining Plant is being evaluated on the
back of significant cobalt quantities at both Kitwe and Mufulira
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Chrome and PGM Strategy
Centralised PGM Processing underpinned by
distributed Chrome Processing Facilities
Diversified Client Base :
• Distributed Chrome Processing Facilities targeting
diversified client base offering first and second tier chrome
entities access to world class chrome beneficiation
facilities.
• Clients able to directly benefit from improved chrome
efficiencies to reduce their operational unit costs
• Jubilee benefits from a diversified based of clients with the
ability to prioritise feed supplies based on market
dynamics.

Inyoni team members

Innovation & Sustainability:
• Jubilee continues to reinvest into process development to
offer clients best in class chrome efficiencies which would
typically not be attainable as a single 2-tier chrome mining
company
• First mainstream ultra fine grind application setting new
efficiency standards
• Inyoni PGM plant expansion underway to reach 75 000
tonnes per month processing capacity and incorporating
further increased process flexibility to match varying
mineralogy
Jubilee’s ultra fine chrome plant
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PGM Operations
High margin platinum producer delivering
exceptional returns
Snapshot
Commodity

PGMs

Location

Bushveld Complex, South Africa

Status

Inyoni PGM in production since June ‘17
Expanded Inyoni targets fully operational by end of
August 2021

Processing Capacity:
• Inyoni PGM expansion underway to reach 75 000 tonnes
per month of own capacity by end August 2021
• Design capacity offers potential to achieve 4 500 oz PGMs
per month at Inyoni alone
• Increased processing capacity supported by extended
feed supplies from Run of Mine clients, current tailing
arising and historical tailings

Innovation & Sustainability:
• PGM kinetics incorporated into design to offer increased
process flexibility to match diversified supply to process
flowsheet
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Inyoni PGM expansion under construction June 2021

PGM

PGM’s delivered
(ounces)

FY2018

17 354

FY2019

23 847

FY2020

40 743

FY2021

50 162
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Chrome Operations
Jubilee’s Chrome division on steep growth trajectory
Snapshot
Commodity

Chrome

Location

Bushveld Complex and Northern Limb of South Africa

Status

•
•
•
•

Inyoni Chrome (55 000 tpm)
Windsor Chrome (80 000 tpm)
Windsor 8 (35 000 tpm commissioned Nov 2020)
OBB Chrome (80 000 tpm commissioned June
2021)

Windsor Chrome

Processing Capacity:
• Distributed approximate 250 000 tonnes per month
processing capacity
• Offering clients access to class leading chrome efficiencies

Innovation & Sustainability:
• World’s first commercial ultra-fine chrome plant
• Allowing increased chrome efficiencies directly
contributing to the sustainability of chrome mining clients
• Setting class leading efficiencies in industry
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Chrome

Chrome concentrate
delivered (t)

FY2018

46 191

FY2019

181 947

FY2020

377 883

FY2021

751 223
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Investment Case
Low-risk, global metals recovery business with proven continuous growth
• Industry acknowledged expert in the retreatment of primary and secondary mine waste materials, with a proven track
record in metal recovery
• Delivering significant and sustained earnings which are set to potentially grow rapidly in-line with the expansion of the
copper operations
• Well developed strategy to focus on low capital intensive & shorter development time tailings projects, widening
geographic exposure as mining companies act on rising environmental obligations
• World leading team with ability to design build and execute mine waste treatment projects, applying advanced
environmentally sustainable techniques
• Global potential – engagement with the majors and governments means diversification of earnings from multiple sources,
multiple metals & across multiple geographies
• Increasing support from institutional shareholders
• Has the expertise and financial ability to convert projects into operations
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Thank you
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